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L. LEINDLER 
1. Let {<p„(x)} be an orthonormal system on the finite interval (a, b). We shall 
consider series 
(1-1) 2cncpn(x) n = 0 
with real coefficients satisfying 
(1-2) 2 c l : o o . 
n = 0 
By the Riesz—Fischer theorem, series (1.1) converges in the metric L2 to a square-
integrable function f(x). We denote the partial sums and the (C, a)-means of series 
(1.1) by j„(x) and <r®(x), respectively. Furthermore, T„ will denote a positive regular 
summation method determined by a triangular matrix (<xnk/An) (a„k^0 and A„:= 
n 
:= 2 ank> and if sk tends to s, then ft = o 
1 B 
Tn := - j - 2«nkSk - s). n t=0 
G. SUNOUCHI [7] proved the following result. 




{1 » li/p ~7cT 2 ^ l i l / ( * ) - * v ( * ) l p = oAn - i ) 
J t „ V = 0 J 
holds almost everywhere (a.e.) for any a > 0 and where 
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In [3] we generalized this result in such a way that we replaced the partials in 
(1.4) by Cesaro means of negative order. Our theorem reads as follows, where and 
in the sequel K will denote positive constant, not necessarily the same one. 
Theorem B. Suppose that 0 < y < l , 0</?<y~ l and (1.3) holds, furthermore 
that there exists a number Q > 1 such that 
and with this Q for any 0 < m < l and 2m<n^2m+1 
m min(2I + I,ii) 
(1-6) Z{ 2 « ^ ( v + l ) ^ 1 - ^ - 1 } 1 / " ^ Kn-°>An. 1=0 v=2 ' - I 
Then, for arbitrary 
(1.7) d > 1 — 0 - 1 
QP 
F 1 N LL/P 




holds a.e. in (a, b). 
It is easy to verify that in the special case am = A*z\ (a>0) condition (1.6) is 
satisfied, thus Theorem B with d= 1 reduces to Theorem A. 
But if we set a„ v =(v+l ) p - 1 (jS>0), then condition (1.6) will be satisfied only 
if P ^ l . Consequently, for 0</3< 1, we cannot apply Theorem B to get an estimate 
for the following strong Riesz means 
hn(f,d,p,P• x):={(«+l)-" ¿(v+iy-VW-^-W}1", v=0 
but the Riesz summability is a frequently used summation method in connection 
With strong approximation. Nevertheless, if we want to get the estimate 
(1.9) hn(fd,p,p-,x) = ox(n~->) 
for some 1, then, as a possible solution, we can try to weaken the requirement 
of (1.6). 
One of our aims is to give such a generalization of Theorem B. 
We mention that in the special case ¿=1 , i.e. if we approximate the function 
f(x) with the partial sums s,(x) (=<r®(x)), then already an estimate of type (1.9) 
is known. Namely, in a joint paper with H. SCHWINN [6], we proved among others: 
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Theorem C. If y>0 and 0</?y</? then condition (1.3) implies 
(1.10) H„(f, fi,p, v.; X):={(«+1)-" ± (k+ W^lfM-s^W}1" = ox(n~*) k=0 
a.e. in (a, b) for any increasing sequence v : = { v j of natural numbers. 
In [5] we investigated the so-called limit case of the restriction of the parameters, 
i.e. if P=py. Among others we proved: 
Theorem D. If p and ft are positive numbers then for any increasing sequence 
v :={v j 
(1.11) (y = P!p) 
n = l 
implies 
(1.12) Hm(f, p, p, v; x) = ox(n-V(]og n)1») 
a.e. in (a, b). 
Theorem E. If a and p are positive numbers then for any increasing sequence 
v - K } 
(1.13) ¿ c 2 « 2 / * < ~ (V = !//>) 
n=l 
implies 
(1.14) C„(f, K,p,v; 2 Alz\\f(x)-sVk(x)A = ox{n-^(\ognfl") 
a.e. in (a, b). 
We want to point out that Theorems C, D and E contrary to Theorems A and 
B do not claim the extra restriction y < 1. This is a great advantage of these theorems, 
but they do not allow of approximating with Ces^ro means of negative order. 
The common kernel of the proof of Theorems A and B is a very interesting result 
of T. M . FLETT [1] and a useful lemma of G . SUNOUCHI [7 ] (here Lemma 2 and Lemma 
3, respectively) and they, unfortunately, require the assumption 0 < y < l . The 
proofs of Theorems C, D and E run on a perfectly different line, and these proofs 
do not use the assumption y< 1. 
In the present paper we prove such a general theorem which generalizes Theorem 
B and includes all of Theorems C, D and E if y<l. Unfortunately, we cannot extend 
the validity of our result for y ^ l . This remains as an interesting open problem, in 
our view. 
Using the notations introduced above we can formulate our results. 
Theorem. Suppose that /?>0 and 0 < y < 1. Moreover let us suppose that 
there exists a number e > l with property (1.5) and that with this Q and with n([):= 
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:=min (2', n), 2 m < « s 2 m + 1 
in n(/+l) 
(1.15) 2{ Z «S»(v+1 Y*-»*-1}1" 3S Kg(n)Amn-», 
( = 0 v = n ( l ) - J 
where g(t) denotes a non-decreasing positive function defined for 0S(<«=. 
Then, for any d satisfying (1.7), (1.3) implies 
{1 » lVp -J- Z a J / M - ^ M I " = Ox(g(n)y"n-y) 
a.e. in (a, b). 
I f , in addition, for every fixed I, 
«(i+i) 
(1.17) { 2 a S , } 1 ' ^ » ^ « ) ^ « - ^ as n-*oo, 
v=»(i)-l 
then the Ox in (1.16) can be'replacedby ox. 
Hence, by a useful lemma (here Lemma 1) we easily get the following result. 
Coro l la ry 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem we have the estimate 
{1 1 "»l/p -j- Z «-v l/to - *)IP = Ox{g(nfl"n-y) 
A
H
 v = 0 ' 
a.e. in (a, b), where p := {¡xk} is an increasing sequence of natural numbers and 
x) := - 4 - Z ^ I k \ t ( x ) . 
If (1.17) also holds, then the Ox in (1.18) can be replaced by ox. 
From Corollary 1, by an easy consideration to be detailed later on, we get the 
following results: 
Corol lary 1.1. If 0<y-c l , </>max (1/2, (/>—1)//>) and 0 t h e n (1.3) 
implies 
{(«+l)-p ¿(v+iy-M/M-a?-1^; *)|P}VP = 0x(n->) 
v = 0 
a.e. in (a, b) for any increasing sequence p .={fik}. 
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Coro l l a ry 1.2. If ooO, 0 < y < l , 0 < p < y - 1 and </>max (1/2, (p — l)/p, 
(p—a)/p), then (1.3) implies 
(1-19) f 4 r 2 ¿l-W/W-oi"1^; X r P = 
l -^"n v = 0 J 
a.e. in (a, b) for any increasing sequence p.:={fik}. 
Coro l l a ry 1.3. / / 0 < y < l , i />max (1/2, (/>-1)//?) and P=py, then (1.3) 
implies 
(1.20) {(»+1)-" i ( v + l y - M / W - f f i " 1 ^ ; *)lp}1/p = 
v = 0 
a.e. in (a, b) for any increasing sequence p. := {fik}. 
C o r o l l a r y 1.4. If 0 < y < l , / ? y = l, a > 0 anrf i/>max(l/2,(/?—l)//>,(/> —a)//?), 
then (1.3) implies 
{1 « LI IP 
-¡r 2 Alz\\m-ci-\n-, x)|" = ox{(\ogn)x'pn-y) A
N
 v = 0 ' 
a.e. in (a, b) for any increasing sequence p.:={pk}. 
First we remark that Corollary 1.2 is a slight improvement of Theorem 1 proved 
in [2]. 
Furthermore we mention that since o\(n\ x)=st,J<x), thus the special case 
d— 1 of Corollary 1.1 coincides with Theorem C if 0«=y<l. But if y s l then 
Corollary 1.1 does not work, consequently, we cannot say that Corollary 1.1 is a 
generalization of Theorem C. So, we can say that Corollary 1.1 is a generalization 
of Theorem C if and only if the range of parameter y is restricted to 0 < y < l . 
The same assertion can be made regarding Corollary 1.3 and Theorem D, 
moreover in connection with Corollary 1.4 and Theorem E. 
Finally we deduce one more statement from Corollary 1. 
Co ro l l a ry 1.5. If p>0, 0 < y < l and ¿ > m a x ( l / 2 , ( p - \ ) l p ) , then (1.3) 
implies 
(1.22) f l 2 l / W - t f ? - 1 ^ ; x)lp}1/p = 0x(n~?) v=n+l J 
a.e. in (a, b)for any increasing sequence p:={pk}. 
We point out that Corollary 1.5 sharpens and generalizes Corollary 1 proved 
in [3]. It can be used for any positive p, not only if /><y _ 1 as in [3]. 
2. In order to prove our theorem and corollaries we need three known lemmas 
and one to be proved now. 
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Lemma 1 ([4]). Let <5>0 and {<?„} an arbitrary sequence of non-negative 
numbers. Suppose that for any orthonormal system {(p„(x)} the condition 
(2-1) 
n=0 m=n 
implies that the sequence {v„(x)} of the partial sums of (1.1) possesses a property P, 
then any subsequence {¿^(x)} also possesses property P. 
Lemma 2 ([1]). Set 
TS := T£(X) := h {«!(*)-®S-i(*)} (= o c K " 1 ( x ) - ^ ( x ) } / / a > 0). 
Let 1, a > £ - l and / ? s a + ® _ 1 - ( p ) _ 1 . T/ien 
(2.2) { i («+ l r " 1 ! ^ ! ^ i («+ lr"-1!^!*}1 '5 . 
«=0 n=0 
Lemma 3 ([7]). If 0 < Y < l and (1.3) /IOWJ, then 
/ { ¿ ( " + l ) 2 , - 1 K - 1 ( x ) - ^ ( x ) | ! ! } < / x S * JC««»' 
O » = 0 n = l 
for any a. >1/2. 
Lemma 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem we have the inequality 
Л ( n p y " * \ l / p l 2 co s u p terj" ^ a»v W " 1 (*) - ^vWlH U * == * 2" „ V g\Jl)SI„ V=0 / ' n—1 
P r o o f . Set 0 / (0-1) , then by (1.5) and (1.7), we have 
(2.4) g'ps 2 and l-(e'p)-1. 
Applying Holder's inequality, by (1.15) and g > l , we obtain that 
(2.5) 2 « » v № ) I " 3 { 2 a«v(v + l)(«/«'>-w«}1/«{ 2" (v + 1 ) y p e ' - 1 (x)|pe'}1<,e' =§ 
v = 0 v = 0 v = 0 
=S Kg(n)n~»Am{ 2 (v•+1)™'"1 IT^X)]«'}1^. 
v = 0 
By the second statement of (2.4) we can choose a* such that 
(2.6) d - l + - L =-«*>! 
2 QP 2 
holds. By (2.6), 0 < y < 1 and q'q^2 the conditions of Lemma 2 are fulfilled with 
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p=g'p, q=2, Q=y, a=a* and Using Lemma 2 we get 
(2.7) { ̂  (v+ ly^'-MTiix)]^'}1^' ^ ^ { ¿ ( v + l f ^ M T f W I 2 } 1 ' 2 . 
» = 0 v = 0 
Thus, by (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and Lemma 3, we have 
/{.r-h&^HT** 
(v+1)"- 1 (*)!"}<& s k 2cW y  / \=0 n=l 
/ 
which gives statement (2.3). 
3. Proof of Theorem. It is clear that 
f 1 " V'P 
(3-1) { - r - 2 ^ \ f ( x ) - a i - \ x ) A ^ 
v = 0 } 
- K ( H r M a"v l / ( x ) " ^ W | P F ' P + ( x i a«v KW - °l!"1(*)lij1/P) • 
First we show that the first term has the required order. 
Since ¿>1/2, so, e.g. by Theorem A with p=1, we get that 
(3.2) f(x)-ci(x) = 
a.e. in (a, £)• 
Let now e>0 be given. If x is a point where (3.2) holds, then let M(x) be a 
positive integer such that for M > M ( X ) the inequality 
(3.3) 
is valid. For such x we get that 
(3.4) ¿ o U / ( * ) - o i ( * ) l ' s ( 2 + 2 K 
v=0 «(OSMW n(l)>M(i) 
ZSm 
where 
n(«+i) r n(/+i) i 1i/e' 
v=n(l)-l lv=n(l)-l v + ! ' 
By (1.15) it is easy to see that the first sum remains Ox(g(n)Ann~yp), but if 
(1.17) also holds, then its order ox(g(n)A„n~yp). 
On the other hand, by (1.15) and (3.3), the second sum in (3.4) is always less 
than Ox(l)e"g(n) A„n~yp, that is, its order is always ox(g(n)A„n~',p). 
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Consequently we have 
f l • J yip ГO x (g(nf ' pn- y ) , always, 
( 3 - 5 ) = k i f (1.17) holds, 
a.e. in (a, b). 
Next we show that the second term in (3.1) also has the suitable orders of (3.5), 
according as (1.17) is not or is satisfied. 
Now let 6 be any positive number. Let us choose N so large that 
(3.6) 2 c W < e3. 
By means of N we split series (1.3) into 
¿ c 2 n 2 l , < со and 2 < £3, 
n = l n = W + l 
and consider the corresponding orthogonal series. More exactly, let 
°° | c„ for n s N, 
(3.7) w i t h a* = { 0 for 
and 
fO for n s N, 
(3.8) 2ЬП<РЛХ) With 6л = {Сп f o r ^ 
If <7l(a;x) and o"„(b; x) denote the (C, a)-means of series (3.7) and (3.8), res-
pectively, then 
(3.9) <r*n(x) = <fn{a-, x) + o*n(b; x). 
Since the number of the coefficients а„ИО is finite, 
1 N 
oi-^a-, x) — o*(a; x) = —¡- 2 kA*z\ck(pk(x) 
k=0 
if v=-N; and for any ksN A*ll/Ady=0(l/v), so 
(3.10) 2 anv W(e; x) - a i - ^ a ; x ) \ ' s 
v = 0 
m n(l+l) n(/ + l) 
s 2{ 2 anv(v+i)e(1->p)-1}1/c{ 2 (v+i ) - 1 + w e / |< r? -<r?-T e ' } 1 / e ' s 1=0 »=»(0-1 v=n(l)-l 
m n(i+l) " (1+1) 
ё 0 , ( 1 ) 2 { 2 ag v (v+l)« ( 1 -^- i} i / e | 2" ( v - H ) ^ - 1 > - i } w : = 
1=0 v=n(J)-l V=B(1)-1 
:=Ox(l) 2 ArBt. 
1=0 
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By and В,^2'21'~1)р(г~1}(ш2), for any e>0, there exists a positive integer 
l0 such that if />/„ then B,<s. Thus 
m lg m Ig ш 
24B, = (2+ 2 2 A + S 2 
1=0 1=0 J = l 0 + 1 1=0 » = ' o + l 
whence, by (1.15), we get that 
m (3.11) 2 AB, S Kg(n)A„n-yp; /=o 
and if (1.17) also holds then we have the estimate 
(3.12) 2 = o(g(n)Ann-*p). 
1 = 0 
Summing up estimates (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain that 
f 1 » li/p \Ox(g(n)llPn~y), always, 
( З Л З ) = Ц ^ - , ) , i f ( 1 Л 7) holds, 
a.e. in (a, b). 
In order to estimate the suitable terms of series (3.8) we use Lemma 4 and (3.6). 
Then 
ь, Л ! пРУ n \Vp"|2 SUP L ы л л 2«пЛ<(Ь\ х)-&*~\Ъ\ x)\p] dx s Kes. 
Hence 
meas f ( n
py B \4P 1 
| x | l i m s u p [ g ( w ) ^ Д а Я У И ( й ; x ) - ^ - 1 ^ ; *)IPJ > ej =s Кг. 
This, (3.9) and (3.13) imply 
Г 1 » li/p ГОх(«(и)1/рл~у) VP \Ox{g{nfipn-y), always, 
if (1.17) holds, 
a.e. in (a, b). 
Finally, (3.5) and (3.14) yield both statements of Theorem, so our proof is 
completed. 
Proof of Corol lary 1. The statements of Corollary 1 follow from the state-
ments of Theorem and from (1.3) using Lemma 1 with 8 = 1 and 8„ :=n2y—(n — 1 )2y. 
More precisely, now we have to use Lemma 1 twice. First the property P is that the 
means ff„_1(X) of the sequence {J„(X)} approximate f(x), in strong sense regarding 
the matrix (a„JA,) and the exponent p, at the order given in Theorem by (1.16) 
a.e. in (a, b). Secondly, if (1.17) is also satisfied, then the suitable property P is 
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that the order of the approximation by the means mentioned above is ox(g(n)1/pn~y) 
a.e. in (a, b). 
Proof of Corol lary 1.1. Set anv:=(v + 1 / - 1 . Then, regarding the condi-
tion an elementary calculation shows that both (1.15) and (1.17) with g(ti)= 
= 1 hold for any Q > 1. 
On the other hand, since rf>max (1/2, (p—l)/p) and (1 —<f)<min (1/2, l/p) 
are equivalent, we can give a number £>'>1 such that (1 —£/)/><l/g'<min (I, p/2) 
and if Q:=Q'I(Q'-\), then both (1.5) and (1.7) hold. 
Consequently, with this Q, all of the assumptions of Corollary 1 can be satisfied, 
so, applying Corollary 1, we get (1.18) immediately. 
Proof of Corol lary 1.2. We set <xm:=A'Zl and follow a similar considera-
tion as in the previous proof with the only change that now we choose Q' such that 
(l—d)p<l/g'<min(l,a,p/2). Using the suitable Q and the condition />y< 1, ele-
mentary calculations show that all of the assumptions of Corollary 1 are satisfied; 
and Corollary 1 yields (1.19). 
The proofs of Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4 run parallel, therefore we detail only the 
proof of Corollary 1.4. 
P roof of Corol lary 1.4. Set a„v:=A%I*. Using the assumption py = 1 
and Q' chosen by (1 —d)p< l /e '<min (1, a ,p/2) , we get that conditions (1.15) 
and (1.17) with g-(n):=logK and g'-—Q'/{g' — \) hold, furthermore (1.5) and (1.7) 
are also fulfilled. Therefore, with these quantities, Corollary 1 can be applied, and 
we get (1.21). 
Proof of Corol lary 1.5. Now we set 
An easy calculation shows that both (1.15) and (1.17) with g(rt)=1 hold for 
any Since the assumption on ¿yields to choose Q' such that (1 —d)p<l/g'< 
<min (1,p/2), therefore conditions (1.5) and (1.7) can be satisfied simultaneously. 
Consequently we can apply Corollary 1, whence (1.22) obviously follows. 
0, if v ^ n, 
a 2 f l ' v : ~ t l , if n < v s 2 n , 
and 
r<*2i,,v> if V ^ 2n, 
0, if v = 2n+1. 
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